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Overview 
 

The Bloco Fogo band has been going 10 years now, and has grown into something amazing 

that we can all be proud to be associated with. This member study was designed by the 

committee to help find out the views of all the band members and to provide everyone with the 

opportunity to help shape our future direction. More specifically, its aim is to provide us with a 

good idea on how the band functions, what we all enjoy and how we can adjust the way we 

connect and work together to make things better moving forward. 

The band works because many people have given a bit of their time to 'make things happen'. 

Through this questionnaire we aim to identify new skill sets and more willing volunteers that 

can assist with all aspects of the running of the band, whether that is through joining the 

committee, volunteering for various activities or simply providing us with your thoughts and 

ideas. All the data collected will be used to understand how you feel the various aspects work 

and although we cannot promise to do everything you ask us, at least we will be aware of 

what people think.  

This survey took place between 12 December 2010 and 7th January 2010 and was mailed out 

to 75 members of the band. It was completed by 59 people, accounting for almost 79% of the 

membership, which means the data is pretty mush representative of the band as a whole. 

The questionnaire was broken down into 5 main sections, shown below, with each section 

being split out and analysed in this summary. All data shown in this report is based upon the 

59 people that completed the questionnaire. 

 About you 

 Marketing 

 Skills 

 Finance 

 Operations 
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About you 
 

This section allows us to understand various aspects about our members, where their main 

practice sites are and the length of time in the band. 

Please select your gender 
   Total 

Male 25 42.4 % 

Female 34 57.6 % 

 

Please select your age 

group 
   Total 

under 16 3 5.1 % 

16-18 5 8.5 % 

19-34 11 18.6 % 

35-54 31 52.5 % 

55+ 9 15.3 % 

 

How long have you been in the 

band? 

  Total 

Less than a year 10 16.9 % 

1 year 2 3.4 % 

2 years 9 15.3 % 

3 years 10 16.9 % 

4 years 14 23.7 % 

5 years or more 14 23.7 % 

 

What instruments can you play in 

the band? 

  Total 

Surdo Top 15 25.4 % 

Surdo Mid 12 20.3 % 

Surdo Bottom 9 15.3 % 

Caixa 15 25.4 % 

Repinique 12 20.3 % 

Agogo 11 18.6 % 

Chocalho 8 13.6 % 

Tamborim 17 28.8 % 

Triangle 2 3.4 % 

Mestre 4 6.8 % 
 

What is the main instrument you 

play in the band? 

  Total 

Surdo Top 11 18.6 % 

Surdo Mid 7 11.9 % 

Surdo Bottom 5 8.5 % 

Caixa 10 16.9 % 

Repinique 5 8.5 % 

Agogo 6 10.2 % 

Chocalho 5 8.5 % 

Tamborim 8 13.6 % 

Triangle 0 0.0 % 

Mestre 2 3.4 % 
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Where do you regularly rehearse? 

  Total 

Maidstone 18 30.5 % 

Tunbridge Wells 26 44.1 % 

Both 15 25.4 % 
 

How regularly do you attend a 

rehearsal? 

  Total 

Twice a week 9 15.3 % 

Once a week 36 61.0 % 

Three out of every four 
weeks 6 10.2 % 

Once a fortnight 3 5.1 % 

Once a month 2 3.4 % 

Less often 3 5.1 % 
 

 

 

Do you practice your 

instrument outside of 

rehearsals? 

  Total 

Yes 17 28.8 % 

No 42 71.2 % 
 

How long do you practice for on 

average per week outside of the main 

rehearsal sessions? 

  Total 

less than 30 minutes 4 23.5 % 

30 minutes to an hour 8 47.1 % 

1-2 hours 0 0.0 % 

Over 2 hours 5 29.4 % 
 

 
Do you use a metronome to keep 

time? 

  Total 

Yes 3 17.6 % 

No 14 82.4 % 
 

 

How do you practice? 

 do a bit of virada practice on tam; also learning shaker so practice basic technique; would like 
more things to practice for Bloco Fogo in order to improve playing technique 

 Dots and tapping exercises, tapping rhythms, making rhymes for break writing /reviewing  parts 
Reading/correcting the dots 

 dots, tapping out lines in my cellar not much or that often  

 I compose dots on Mangodrum from memory and tapping along when I play them back. 

 Listening to BF tracks and tapping along. Have tried recording complex parts and reviewing but 
this is not ideal as sound is too distorted.  

 metronome playing to music ,playing other instruments 

 playing 

 playing and tapping. 

 Practising technique (very occasionally) and remembering newly learned breaks, foot/finger 
tapping 

 Pretty much everything stated above 

 rehearsing some of the parts I might get stuck on, or reviewing new parts. 

 taping rhythms whilst playing the CD 

 tapping rhythms, playing 

 tapping rhythms,singing parts 

 tapping rhythums, playing, reading dots to learn parts 
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Marketing 
 

This section allows us to understand how you feel we represent ourselves to the public, and 

gathers your thoughts on all our present and possible future marketing options. 

How did you first hear about the 

band? 

  Total 

Heard it in the street/ at 
a gig 33 55.9 % 

Flyer 3 5.1 % 

Friend told me 9 15.3 % 

Website 5 8.5 % 

Newspaper article 3 5.1 % 

Other 10 16.9 % 

Can't remember 1 1.7 % 
 

 
 
 
 
Other Answers 
 

 BBC2 Culture show coverage with links to 
local bands 

 internet search after attending a drumming 
workshop at a school 

 recommended whilst listening to Brulhio 

 the begining workshops in a small advert in a 
paper 

 

 

What do you think about the size of 

the band? 

  Total 

Too small 5 8.5 % 

Just right 50 84.7 % 

Too big 4 6.8 % 
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What do you get out of the band? 
  Total 

Music 52 88.1 % 

Gigs 49 83.1 % 

Learning a new skill 48 81.4 % 

Social aspect 47 79.7 % 

Being part of a big 
team 43 72.9 % 

Good workout each 
week 42 71.2 % 

Going to different 
places 42 71.2 % 

Camaraderie 39 66.1 % 

Movement 31 52.5 % 

Other 20 33.9 % 

Don't know 0 0.0 % 

 
 

 
 
 

Other Answers 

 A Buzz 

 A chance to act a bit stupid...sometimes! 

 Allows me to forget about work completely 

 change from work 

 community project 

 Dressing up! 

 Feeling of pride to be part of something so 
great! 

 Fun and excitement when it goes right.  

 fun and fear (when i am leading) 

 I am out of my depth! I am not at the same 
stage/level on any of the above as the 
others 

 improved self confidence; joie de vivre! 

 it makes me happy 

 it's like a free hypnosis session evry week 

 Knowing that you could be the glue holding 
the whole band together 

 Meeting people I would not normaly get the 
chance to and naming friends 

 Mixing with a cross section of age groups 

 Something to look forward to during difficult 
times; a purpose. 

 something we can do as a family 

 The band brings Maidstone to life for me- & 
other places, of course! 

 what a buzz! 
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What can we do to make it friendlier for new 

people? 

  Total 

Introduce a buddy system 34 57.6 % 

Better introduction to instrument 29 49.2 % 

Better introduction to people 25 42.4 % 

Better introduction to mestre(s) 15 25.4 % 

Better introduction to music structure 25 42.4 % 

Improved support at subsequent rehearsals 31 52.5 % 

More beginners workshops 37 62.7 % 

Other 18 30.5 % 

Don't know 3 5.1 % 

Other Answers 

 all the above, plus some intro to 'culture' history of samba bands 

 An immediate induction routine that includes signup to newsletter and members area, pointers 
to facebook, etc.  

 Beginners workshops aimed at 25s & under? Their ability to learn & "catch up" is so impressive. 

 beginners workshops in Maidstone; offer more choice of 1st instrument - not evryone wants to 
play Tama dn I'm sure we've lost some potnetail members beacsue they've been stuck straight 
onto Tam 

 definately more extra sessions like the one in camden centre 

 Ensure that a variety of spare insruments is available for new starters rather than just Tam od 
Bells 

 I had unofficial buddy to start (and no workshop) - it really helped 

 I think its fine as it is. 

 I think we are friendly to newcommers - I think they just find the technical side of playing difficult 
at the stage we are at. 

 I'd love to have access to the rhythms as they are written down. Even when I remember the 
rhythms, I forget which is which. Even lists of words that fit the rhythms woulc be a help.  

 Intermediate workshops to improve sections eg. virada for tams so we all play the same 

 It is great when Dan supports new people in addition to members when rhythums are complex 

 Joining the main band is very daunting so any of the above would help 

 Other teaching techniques including videos,photos of the symbols etc 

 People need to feel welcome and aware that you cannot pick it up overnight 

 Perhaps supporting materials like dots so u can work it outbefore the next rehearsal. Also more 
progressive rehearsals so it's not acompletely new tune the next time they come back (I know 
this has started to happen but I think it's important to help build confidence quicker) 

 Possibly even a new band in a local area that can start from the beginning just like how the M.S 
band did, i think this is possibly the easiest way to be able to help new people as i think 
newbies are usually quite intimidated by coming into a full blown rehearsal. I know i would be. 

 Written music, video/audio 

Which of these marketing materials should we have 

to give away or sell at gigs / web site? 

  Total 

Music CD's for sale 46 78.0 % 

Music samplers from web site 45 76.3 % 

Music purchase via itunes 37 62.7 % 

Mini Bloco Fogo flags 27 45.8 % 

Give away pin badges 27 45.8 % 

Bloco Fogo Balloons 17 28.8 % 

Baseball caps for sale 9 15.3 % 
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Other Marketing Comments 

 It would be good to do more local gigs, even free ones, to attract members who live locally, who 

would see and hear the band 

 All day hometown gigs do generate a lot of enquiries & interest from people in the street. 

Perhaps we do not fully capitalise on this extra interest? Special effort to anticipate extra 

demand & to welcome potential new members in rehearsals after big hometown gigs? 

 "Although I think that CDs and downloads are potentially a good idea, this is a big commitment 

involving a lot of work to ensure a top quality product.  If we are going to sell our music it must 

be properly and professionally produced. 

 I don't think that flyers were mentioned, we must make sure that these are regularly updated 

and are readily available for distributuin at gigs." 

 Bloco Fogo items such as baseball caps, badges etc should be for Band members only and not 

sold to the public.  I think only CDs and music should be sold.  

 Car stickers, Web advertising (flash ads) 

 "CDs in principle would be good but very hard to get a recording that copes with the dynamic 

range and really gives an accurate impression of us in performance. Flags much easier and 

more durable than balloons (also an eco issue). 

 Really important to make sure everyone is kept well supplied with fliers. 

 New punters - we can only really handle people with already strong musical skills using the in-

at-the-deep-end system - even then, no chance to teach more complex skills such as verrado. 

 Band size - OK but need to keep replenishing because there is continuous natural wastage and 

also latterly a significant move onto surdos, meaning that the gigging band is deeply reliant on a 

handful of players on some instruments." 

 earlier planning for beginners' workshops; start broadcasting them in september 2011 for 

january 2012 start, producing a specific flyer. also to make use of contact at the courier, to raise 

profile of what's happening. 

 "Every member of the band ought to be able to provide a 'flyer' when asked , containing contact 

Nos. and the date of the next beginners workshop. 

 Mestre ought to have an amplifier/mike/megaphone system ,particularly at outdoor static gigs 

so the crowd can hear the announcement of WHO we are and what we do....it always seems to 

get sucked up in the ether! 

 Big A-Frame 'sandwich boards' off to the side at static gigs with a big version of the flyer (Tel 

Nos/Next Beginners workshop/website/big glossy photo).....for those who want to drop down 

details for booking us but can't wait until the end of the gig" 

 "Flags/balloons area good idea as maximum impact for small price - should have the Blocofogo 

web address printed on them. Pins and hats would look good but would set the band back more 

financially and may not be used... 

 Making tracks available on itunes etc would be fab but would need to do some significant 

market research to see if the return would merit the set up cost.  

 Have the committee ever considered sponsorship to get Blocofogo more widely recognised? 

(maybe start off small and approach the local paper, then, who knows?!)" 

 handing out flyers is really important must always have them with us :  

 I joined the T Wells band a year and a bit ago and loved coming at first but found the lack of 

instruction and the way in which everyone says 'you'll just pick it up' really frustrating.  Also, I 

had no idea that the band was so busy and, although I know other members said not to worry if 

you couldn't do the gigs, it does become a bit pointless if you're not available at weekends, 

which unfortunately I'm not.  Some proper instruction near the start would have helped a lot.  As 

it was, I become increasingly intimidated and put off by my inability to keep up.  You don't want 

to let anyone down by always being the person getting it wrong.  I loved the instrument I was 

given and really enjoyed myself but I think not being able to see a time when I'd ever be able to 

cope with gigs became too big a hurdle to overcome in my head.  It's such a good band and 
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everyone seemed far more able to commit to it that I can at the moment.  Maybe another year.  

Good luck and say Hi to Belinda.  I felt bad to just disappear off the scene but I think I need to 

find something that really teaches me how to play and moves at a slower pace!   

 I think it would be fab to have things like T shirts and mugs/cups like we had at Christmas. 

 "I think it would be good is some one was to be giving out leaflets whilst we play, instead of the 

fuss at the end of a gig :) 

 maybe there could be more infomation on the leaflets, something like 'go to our website and 

listen to what we play' or something " 

 "I think that when there is a marketing idea it should be put out to the band rather than just go to 

Alex.  Or at least the committee for a decision. 

 I think that there are more items such as the mugs, glasses etc that band members would pay 

for. For example car stickers and key rings - I know I would." 

 I think we could be more proactive with marketing, getting new gigs in and not always rely on 

annual re-booking of the same old previous gigs that people complain about going to (because 

too far/not local or community focused). Maybe that way we'd also engage more members to 

come to gigs. ie we need to go out and approach people about booking us, rather than waiting 

for them to come to us. 

 I think we have sufficient web presence through the website and Youtube for people to find us - 

and the band advertise the name through Tshirts and hoodies so well. 

 "I think we market ourselves fairly well, but we do need to make sure that we don't overbook 

ourselves in the summer when numbers are short and we have two gigs. 

 People who have booked us before may feel that they are not getting their monies worth when 

a much smaller band turns up from the year before." 

 I think we often miss out on opportunities to recruit new members as well as give out info on 

booking during gigs. We are all so focused on remembering our costume, painting our stripes, 

instruments, associated hot weather/cold weather gear, lights (time needed to check they are in 

working order) as well as the performance that we forget to ensure enough flyers etc.  

 I WOULDLIKE TO SEE THE BAND MEMBERS AT LEAST, HAVE A BLOCO FOGO WINDOW 

STICKER AS THIS IS GOOD ADVERTISEMENT 

 "Lots of newspapers will happily write reviews as space fillers or even as a regular column 

maybe with a published gig list.  

 TV and radio interviews, particularly before a big gig such as Thames Festival, Lewes or Lord 

Mayors Show.  

 Greater use of the BF website to publicise upcoming events  It seems some events are poorly 

publicised by the organisers  such as the Maidstone Lights. If we are publicising the event partly 

on their behalf it may be possible to get a subsidy. " 

 Some of our audience have asked for CDs so could be a good idea if quality is good. Don't like 

the idea of balloons much, flags might be good at busy events, prefer the idea of badges as 

they are less likely to be discarded. 

 the "right" size of the band depends on what the band wants to do. As the band is largley 

voluntary there are no guarantees who will actually turns up to gig. There have been times 

when we want to do two gigs at the same time and have struggeled to field two complete 

bands. With the size of the band this shouldnt be a problem so commitment would seem to be a 

more relevant question.    

 There have been many ocassions where the public have asked for a C.d at a gig; I believe 

there should be a new c.d created for Itunes as well as hard-coppies to be sold at every gig e.g. 

mentioned by mestre at the end of a set, if we need new members then mentioning at the end 

of a set like alex allways does will bring the people who are genuinly intrested into a workshop, 

but selling our great music and are band can certainly be worked on. Itunes is a great idea!!! 

 We need to have a good plan for bringing in new members and, more importantly, retaining 

them. Some of this is covered in earlier answers but when a new person joins us at a rehearsal 

we need to look after them and make them feel that we want them to join. Throwing them in at 

the deep and seeing if they sink or swim is not a good way to go but it is what we're doing at the 

moment. The buddy system is a good idea but when we rehearse it needs to be taken in to 
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account that members of the band are concentrating more on making sure the new person is 

picking up the basic grooves rather than rehearsing for themselves. I feel that this, and how we 

go about it, should be discussed further so that a definite plan of action can be implemented 

every time that someone new walks in with the intention of keeping them should they wish to 

stay. I feel that too many people who have shown an interest and come along have felt too 

intimidated by just how far along we are and because we don't make an effort to look after them 

they decide not to bother anymore. This is a great shame and ultimately Bloco Fogo will suffer 

for it. 

 "we need up to date fliers and all band memebrs should have some in their  bags at 

gigs/outdoor rehearsals - we normally have to scratch around to find someone with some. 

Business card size with ourweb details and basic rehearsal info would be fine 

 we shouldn't money on 'marketng' (balloons, badges, flags etc) that are likely to be thrown 

away (adding to landfill...) and that are unlikely to really raise our profile/bookings. If we choose 

to do soem of them to make us seem 'fun'/engage with the audience- fine, but let's be clear 

about the purpose, cost benefitss and any green credentials we may want/have" 

 web site could be better. I know a good web designer :P 

 Would be good to update the main web site with videos, with direct embedded videos from you 

tube.  There are some good ones there done by Steve, but maybe we look to get someone to 

specifically shoot a video for a song and to mix up some shots from various gigs to show how 

the music can fit various events. Parades, stage sets, carnivals, corporate etc. As well as flags - 

maybe we could hand out whistles to volunteers picked out of the crowds at certain events, 

rewarding people for participation.    
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Skills 
This section allows us to understand how we learn our music and how we run our practice 

sessions. 

How do you think you 

learn? 
   Total 

Slowly 19 32.2 % 

Average 25 42.4 % 

Fast 15 25.4 % 

Total 59 100.0 % 

 

Weekly rehearsal Summary 

Weekly rehearsals at both centres are the main teaching and learning times within the band 

as well as an opportunity to meet socially before and afterwards: Your subs cover the 

expenses of them. Do you think they are: 

0= Very poor - 10=Excellent 

 

Well 
organised 
and well 
run 

Effective in 
allowing 
members 
to improve 
skills 

Effective in 
allowing 
members to 
learn new 
tunes and 
breaks 

Effective in 
allowing 
members to 
practice and 
improve our 
existing tunes 

Good 
value for 
money 

0 1.7 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

1 0.0 % 1.7 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

2 1.7 % 10.2 % 6.8 % 3.4 % 0.0 % 

3 1.7 % 1.7 % 1.7 % 3.4 % 1.7 % 

4 1.7 % 1.7 % 1.7 % 1.7 % 3.4 % 

5 3.4 % 6.8 % 10.2 % 8.5 % 1.7 % 

6 8.5 % 13.6 % 10.2 % 6.8 % 5.1 % 

7 10.2 % 27.1 % 20.3 % 16.9 % 3.4 % 

8 37.3 % 13.6 % 23.7 % 28.8 % 22.0 % 

9 15.3 % 10.2 % 6.8 % 11.9 % 15.3 % 

10 18.6 % 13.6 % 18.6 % 18.6 % 47.5 % 

Average Score 7.8 6.7 7.2 7.5 8.7 
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Would you like to learn another 

instrument? 

  Total 

Yes 31 52,5 % 

No 28 47.5 % 

Total 59 100.0 % 

  

What is the reason for wanting to change / learn 

another instrument? 

  Total 

Find the current one too difficult 0 0.0 % 

Not challenging enough 3 9.7 % 

Just fancy a change 14 45.2 % 

Physical/medical reason (eg surdo too heavy) 3 9.7 % 

Other 18 58.1 % 

Don't know 0 0.0 % 

Total 31 100.0% 

 

Other Answers 

 As i am a fast learner i always need a new challange and keep changing instruments seems to 
keep me on my toes 

 good knowledge of other instruments and grooves 

 I don't want to change, it's more a case of being able to play another instrument with a bit more 
competence and to swop around sometimes for a change 

 I want to be a multi-instrumentalist so that I can go where the band needs me from gig to gig 

 I WANT TO BE ABLE TO KEEP PLAYING MY PRESENT INSTRUMENT BUT ALSO LEARN 
ANOTHER TO ADVANCE MYSELF 

 I want to feel I am contributing more to the band 

 If I had more time I would like to be able to play others - not fault of the band 

 interested to learn all of the parts 

 moves are crippling me! 

 my daughter can play two and I cant ! 

 Need a "maybe at some point" option! Happy w snare right now, but maybe at some point 
would like to learn another instrument too 

 played it for too long...became boring 

 To be more flexible 

 Would be good for the band for players to be more versatile 

 would just like to be able to learn more instruments over time 

 would like to add to skill base 

 Would like to be multi skilled to offer greater flexibility 

 would like to play shekere alongside shaker 
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What is stopping you? 

  Total 

Fear 0 0.0 % 

Don’t get the opportunity 5 16.1 % 

No Instruments to play 2 6.5 % 

Nothing 4 12.9 % 

Other 26 83.9 % 

Don't know 1 3.2 % 

Total 31 100.0% 

 

Other answers 

 (Speaking partially for myself and also others here) I do sometimes feel that a lack in confident 
players in some sections does lead to people not being able to move where they wish, and in 
fact the opposite also has an effect - some sections have a lot of strong players/alot of player 
e.g top...some people feel they could not go and join this section because of the ammount of 
players, despite the fact that it quite a regular occurence not to have many of these players at 
gigs. 

 Caixa is the only instrument I haven't played. I won't bother until I'm up to speed with everything 
else! 

 didn't realise I was allowed :) 

 enjoy what I am playing and the bunch of people I play with, feel I am letting the section down if 
I move 

 every week we seem to learn something new so it would be hard to put down the rep and try 
snare unless I could attend t/w as well  

 feeling that I should be really competent on mid-surdo first before starting on something else. 

 Have started rep but I think trying other instruments should be encouraged more as if you can 
learn adifferent part it makes you more flexible for gigs if numbers are low and also a better 
understanding of rhythms in theband. 

 I believe this is going to be introduced but would like more guidance as to when I should play it 

 I don't get to rehearsals often enough due to work 

 I have a go on shaker but would really like a session that goes over all the tunes and breaks so 
I know what I'm meant to be doing 

 i like rep too much. 

 I WANT TO MAKE SURE I KNOW THE 1ST 100% BEFORE LEARNING ANOTHER 

 If spend time learning another instrument I miss out on practice and learning new stuff on main 
instrument 

 lack of skill, already struggle with current instrument 

 love surdo and not ready to give in to the difficulties 

 no beginner workshops available at present 

 no one else reliably plays shaker. 

 not always enough other snares/most of the others also look to see what I play to help them 

 Not big enough to carry a Surdo! 

 perhaps have more workshops allowing people to explore 

 see above - not ready yet but maybe at some point... 

 There are not many bell players so must stay on bell 

 time 

 Unfortunately leaving band soon otherwise would have taken up Rep or snare.  

 Will have a go at next beginners workshop 

 work and family time balance 
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How do you like to learn? 
   Total 

Looking at dots 27 45.8 % 

Repetition of hearing it 47 79.7 % 

Watching someone else do it 34 57.6 % 

A DVD 14 23.7 % 

A CD 12 20.3 % 

Individual tuition 27 45.8 % 

Other 25 42.4 % 

Don't Know 0 0.0 % 
 

What do you think about 

the number of tunes we 

play? 

  Total 

Too few 6 10.2 % 

Just right 48 81.4 % 

Too many 5 8.5 % 

Total 59 100.0 % 
 

 

 Other Answers 

 quoite fascinated by Mango drum programme to "hear" the dots 

 all of the above! 

 beginners group 

 Doing it myself 

 dots are a useful back up but nothing beats repetition 

 Hearing a "perfect" version such as a drum machine or software.  

 I would practice at home if I had access to the dots 

 just pick it up somehow as i go along 

 looking a dots and them making a rhyme or funny song  

 Looping phrases & breaks helps to drum it in for me. 

 making a rhyme to fit 

 Making up songs/words to go with rhythms is my favourite way of learning and most effective 
long term 

 MESTRE CLAPPING, PLAYING OR SINGING  THE LINES 

 mnemonics 

 mnemonics 

 mnemonics 

 never seen a dvd but would think it would help. 

 Practicing it over the week by clapping- 9pm after a days work isn't the best time for my brain to 
process new info!!  

 Putting words to rhythms. I don't like "dots" as much as proper music percussion notation - you 
know, crotchets, quavers etc. I can see a better pattern in that 

 the opportunity to practice a new bit by instrument section in rehearsal, rather than all the band 
at the same time which means that actually you never have a chance to learn it properly as 
trying to keep up  

 word mnemonics, anchoring to movement,  

 Word rhythms REALLY helpful. Good if song / groove & breaks being clarified BEFORE 
playing!!! 

 working out own words to go with the rhthmns 

 workshops for different instruments eg. for all the hand held percussion - shakers, bells, tams 

 Would be nice not to rely on verbal dah-dah-dit-dits! 
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Please rank the tunes so we can get a greater understanding of how you feel 

about each groove. 

Groove 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Don't 
know 

Average 
Score 

Hip-Hop 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
9 

% 
10 
% 

25 
% 

44 
% 10 % 9.1 

Samba Duro 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
3 

% 
5 

% 
15 
% 

27 
% 

41 
% 9 % 9.1 

Samba Reggae 
0 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
7 

% 
15 
% 

19 
% 

48 
% 9 % 9.0 

Calypso 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
3 

% 
5 

% 
12 
% 

31 
% 

37 
% 9 % 8.9 

6_8 Iyesa 
2 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
5 

% 
9 

% 
7 

% 
19 
% 

41 
% 15 % 8.6 

Ragga 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
10 
% 

14 
% 

12 
% 

22 
% 

31 
% 12 % 8.6 

Bave 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
2 

% 
9 

% 
9 

% 
25 
% 

17 
% 

29 
% 9 % 8.4 

Samba 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
5 

% 
3 

% 
12 
% 

19 
% 

24 
% 

25 
% 10 % 8.4 

Masala 
0 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
5 

% 
5 

% 
7 

% 
22 
% 

7 
% 

36 
% 17 % 8.4 

Magdalena 
0 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
3 

% 
2 

% 
5 

% 
12 
% 

20 
% 

27 
% 

22 
% 9 % 8.3 

Burning Samba 
Reggae (new) 

0 
% 

2 
% 

0 
% 

2 
% 

2 
% 

5 
% 

9 
% 

10 
% 

5 
% 

17 
% 49 % 8.0 

Bahia 
2 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
3 

% 
5 

% 
12 
% 

22 
% 

17 
% 

17 
% 19 % 7.9 

Reggaton 
0 

% 
2 

% 
2 

% 
3 

% 
7 

% 
9 

% 
12 
% 

17 
% 

14 
% 

27 
% 9 % 7.9 

Eric 
0 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
3 

% 
0 

% 
5 

% 
3 

% 
12 
% 

10 
% 

9 
% 56 % 7.8 

Mozambique 
0 

% 
3 

% 
0 

% 
5 

% 
5 

% 
0 

% 
20 
% 

19 
% 

12 
% 

17 
% 19 % 7.6 

Reggae Atlantico 
3 

% 
3 

% 
3 

% 
0 

% 
7 

% 
7 

% 
9 

% 
15 
% 

22 
% 

20 
% 10 % 7.5 

Malalay 
0 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
5 

% 
7 

% 
0 

% 
3 

% 81 % 7.2 

KpanLogo 
7 

% 
3 

% 
3 

% 
5 

% 
3 

% 
12 
% 

10 
% 

12 
% 

10 
% 

10 
% 24 % 6.4 

Your Feelings about the Grooves we play 
We would like to know whether you would like more challenge in the parts 
you play or whether you are already feeling overburdened.Select which 
statements apply to you. 

  Total 

I'd prefer less tunes in the repertoire 4 6.8 % 

I'd prefer more tunes in the repertoire 8 13.6 % 

I'd like my parts to be simplified or shortened 4 6.8 % 

I'd like my lines to be longer or more complicated. 15 25.4 % 

I'd like to have a go at mestreing 5 8.5 % 

Not sure / Don't know 30 50.8 % 
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Skills Comments 

 

 "1. grooves - reggae atlantico often very shaky when gigging - in particular, almost no-

one in tam line can reliably get the groove accurately onto the step. (Me neither). Bahia 

and Samba are both great grooves but still not secure esp at Maidstone. Masala is a 

triumph!  

 2. rehearsal schedule works well and is reinforcing the acquisition of non-gigging 

grooves. Need to consider the need to go over the gig standardds in detail too 

occasionally - because the fast run-throughs are not enough for new members to pick 

up all the elements." 

 As a new member, I've enjoyed most the rehearsals and benefitted most when there is 

a quick recap of the groove and breaks for each song before we start playing. I find it 

very, VERY confusing just to try and pick up the part from the person next to me. I 

often don't even know what songs we're playing!  

 As ever, it would be good if the rest of the bateria would keep quiet while one section is 

learning a new line or break. 

 As more grooves are written others should be dropped because eventualy it will 

become to much to remember 

 Dots please!! Sometimes i need to keep a written record of the groove so i can check it 

later on. It would be great if we could have access to the dots somewhere to check.  

 Getting each section to practice once at a time would mean we could hear our line 

better and also pin point where indivudual players need more support (this has to be 

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

Groove Ratings
(out of 10)
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done tactfully though as in the past there has not been a positive experience of people 

being singled out). Positive feedback to individuals and sections can only help build 

peoples confidence and this seems to happen more in Maidstone than Tun Wells.  The 

same goes for gigs too. 

 Greater variety of activities rather than just whole bateria going through arrangements.  

Such as forming smaller baterias and rehearsing in separate areas, or a "beginners 

bateria" for newcomers or members changing instruments.  Greater support in each 

section from assistants or buddies. 

 How do we introduce new members to an instrument - do they get offered 

surdos/snares/reps as a first choice then shaker/bells/tams if that doesn't appeal?  It 

would seem that these latter sections have fewer new members than the others - or is 

it just that the appeal of a drumming band is to play a drum? 

 I am completing this questionnaire incase if could be useful for you but I have already 

decided to stop attending. Despite weekly attendance since August I have continued to 

feel completely out of my depth. The fault was completely mine as I was made to feel 

very welcome. I think I need a remedial group! Thanks to all, especially Alex. 

 I am finding the increased dance moves hard work- a bit too complicated and 

physically demanding perhaps..? 

 I do sometimes feel that the shakers are almost forgotten, however I do appreciate it is 

probably one of the easier instruments so we do not need as much time. 

 "I do struggle! But I appreciate the fact that we have a mixed ability band which can 

accommodate people, like me, who are not ""naturals.""  

 Rehearsals that balance the gradual build of new material with a blast- through of more 

familiar tunes work best for me. The standard of fellow players is fantastic- I'm always 

playing catch-up, but am inspired to try & do so." 

 i dont know if they are, but could the dots be more accessible, so we can check little 

things, when we get home after rehersal and are unsure on something? 

 I get quite frustrated when wecan spend a good thirty mins on a simple groove but 

when there is a complicated break or change to the original part, less time is given and 

sometimes I feel the section gets isolated. Obviously, I understand there will be more 

complicated lines for other instruments in the groove who also need support and 

therefore this will be hard for mestres to make all parts feel confident but I think certain 

sections do dominatemore time than others.I'd like to seemoresectional rehearsals too- 

I really found it useful when these were run previously. 

 I learned best when we had sessions for individual instruments while the rest of the 

band was doing normal rehearsal.  Occasional sessions for the surdos would be good. 

 I love things the way they are around my particular instruments which is why I could 

not answer the last question.  I think people have the opportunity to do more if they 

want to, or have less involvement if they so wish 

 I think it would be good if every so often at a rehearsal session, everyone swapped 

instruments and had a go at it. They can then see if they like it, and if they want to 

learn it. Also, if they want, maybe someone could have a go at being a mestré on 

Samba Reggae or Bave at the end of each rehearsal. 

 I think we should regularly have section tuition because some people still struggle with 

more rehearsed things 

 "I wish rehearsals started on time and proceeded without a lot of wasted time. I think 

the clapping sessions are useful and should reflect the tunes that we are going to paly 

in the rehearsal. I'm not overburdened by the lines that the tamborims play but do not 

really want them to become much more complex. I am about at my limit for remebering 
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things. I would prefer it if parts that have been in tunes for a long time were left as they 

are. When you've been playing a line for nearly 10 years its hard to change it! 

 I think it would be good to be able to learn another instrument but I don't want to stop 

learning and improving on tamborim to be able to do that. I thought the introductory 

sessions were a good idea but understand that they ran at a loss for the band and 

didn't end up with many new members joining the band." 

 "I would in time like to learn a new instrument, but being a slow learner I would like to 

feel comforatable with all grooves & breaks with the agogo before taking the plunge & 

learning something new.  

 " 

 "I would like to see a rehearsal that was structured with different learning tools at 

different times, not the same old format every week. 

 use of assistant mestres is valuable, but hard for them to teach when the main band is 

continuing with the tune. 

 Back room sessions also valuable for me. 

 Mestres have little or no teaching skills and would benefit from attending a ( short) 

course on learning and lesson methodology." 

 "it works better when we follow a strructured programme  

 when learningnew tunes/new moves we need to keep working on them for several 

weeks and then NOT leave it for months beforewe play it again - some tunes it's 

almost like we've had to learnn twice/three times because of the months (and it has 

been months, not weeks) between playings 

 dots should be downlaodable via the members page 

 when there are 2 mestres at a rehearsal the one who isn't leading should walk round 

all sections to trouibleshoot" 

 It woulds be good to go over more of our existing material each week, as well aslearn 

or brush up on new ones.  As someone that swapped instruments it's hard to pick up 

on the old tunes if we don't go over them regularly! 

 Maistone still dont know all the tunes. We also seem to invest a lot of time learning 

tunes we hardly gig. conversly there are times when we dont practice something and 

then gig it.   

 mango drum will be a waste of money  

 "more disipline at rehearals  

 dark and noise makesit harder to learn at forum than trinity " 

 On the last question my answer would be "i feel my lines are just right"   this option 

wasnt available 

 Only what I said before - I'd learn a lot more quickly if I had something written down 

that I could learn at home, including the titles of the pieces. I find it hard because each 

piece has lots of rhythms - starting, main rhythm and breaks. And steps. Each session 

I feel really good because I've got the hang of it, but then can't remember what I did, or 

which piece it was the next week. It's best when I can do both days but I can't always 

do that. 

 see what I wrote before - probably in the wrong section 

 Style of teaching very different between mestres. Maidstone is much more instructive, 

much more focused on teaching individuals (or at least, sections) what they should be 

playing, making sure they have got it, then putting it all together. At TW, you just get 

thrown in at the deep end! You start by clapping beats which have not been properly 

explained, so you have no idea what tune they come from or what instrument/section 

they belong to! You may spend the whole of the time clapping a beat that is not for 
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your instrument, so learning something irrelevant! Then you're expected to be able to 

immediately put it together as a whole piece. It's frustrating and demoralising and not 

the fastest way to learn. Also at TW (prob as a result of the teaching style just 

mentioned) we seem to spend much longer on one particular tune ad nauseum, and 

people get bored and disengaged. It's important to recognise that different people 

respond to different ways of learning and that the group consists of lots of different 

ages & people, so teaching styles need to be adapted accordingly. 

 "The tunes are great and well taught by the mestre :-) 

 However, there's not much scope for learning or improving actual technique on 

different instruments or learning a new instrument from scratch.  

 Also, new people are chucked in at the deep end with no time for them to be shown 

the basic technique....so perhaps another beginners course might be beneficial for new 

members or people who want to try a different instrument" 

 To add to the previous question: I feel that there should be more solo's/variations for 

the more confident players, although i accept there could be an issue with deciding 

which players are confident enough and the issue of other players picking up on these 

and "not meeting the grade". It may also be an idea to have a variation for some of the 

more complex lines that are more simplified versions so that any new members could 

play these instead of the full blown line and yet still be playing a part in what everyone 

else is doing without struggling too much. 

 "Weekly rehearsals and the opportunity to go to both are brilliant and essential for us to 

keep on top of everything for gigging. 

 As a relative newcomer and a relatively slow learner, I learn by repetition and imitation.  

I find the number of grooves, breaks, actions and steps impossible to remember or to 

replicate outside practice nights, and would be happy to have them cut down a bit and 

not changed too much over time." 

 "While we all need to be challenged at times and learn tunes that push the boundaries 

of the band, certain tunes are perhaps too complex for the community aspect of the 

band. Looking at Burning Samba Reggae, this was very quick to pick up and play and 

very satisfying and something we could gig immediately. Whereas Bahia is too 

complex with too many breaks, moves and parts which we are learning all at the same 

time and will be a while off being able to gig, and then only being able to be played 

static. This puts me off and most probably new members too. if we struggle with a tune 

and it takes a few months too learn then it is probably too complicated for the skill set 

we have available. 

 I also struggle with learning a tune and then not revisiting it or gigging it often enough 

to play proficiently." 

 "Why not use a samba software such as MangoDrum to pick out individual instruments 

and play the line over a loudspeaker when learning a new piece or re-establishing an 

old one so we can hear it clearly. 

 Have a SIGN and a NAME for a break BEFORE learning it for the first time rather than 

a quickly thought-up one afterwards. 

 Be much STRICTER shutting everybody else up when answering a question during 

rehearsal...it's too difficult trying to hear over 'twatting' drums and chat! 

 Would Mestre please confirm dance moves before each number...I forget too easily 

whether it's forward/backward...side/to/side...backflips etc. 

 Can we have a ten minute water break halfway....especially in the summer? 

PLEASE!!!" 
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 With so many people in the band, I think we should have multiple learning tools as one 

style won't apply to everyone 

 Would like more time to pick up changes to tunes and learn new breaks.  We are 

expected to pick things up straight away without any help and to keep going when we 

are in difficulty.  No additional help is  offered.   As one of the few remaining original 

members of Maidstone, some tunes that I learnt from the off have gradually been 

changed and newer members find it much easier as they havent already got a set 

pattern in their brain!   I do struggle as I learn by ear, but I get there eventually!    
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Finance 

Do you think the band should have a reward system for its 

members? 

  Total 

Yes 23 39.0 % 

No 36 61.0 % 

Total 59 100.0 % 

 

What should this be based 

on? 
   Total 

Gig attendance 23 100.0 % 

Rehearsal attendance 14 60.9 % 

Participation in workshops 5 21.7 % 

Committee membership 8 34.8 % 

Other band involvement? 5 21.7 % 

Don't know 0 0.0 % 

Other Answers 

 Car sharing for gigs, extra volunteer work e.g taking extra instruments/ flags to gigs 

 Helping out in other ways for the band as a whole, e.g.painting drums 

 Other regular support duties such as picnic provision or driving minibus 

 participation in activities, like drum spraying, beater repair, drum repair, special effects etc 

 those who look after other peoples costumes....although I think we should all be responsible for 
our own.....those who arrange food etc 

How would you like to see the points redeemed? 

  Total 

Reduced membership fees 5 21.7 % 

Discount off band purchases 7 30.4 % 

Free band clothing (T's Hoodies etc) 14 60.9 % 

Other 6 26.1 % 

Don't know 4 17.4 % 

Total 23 100.0 % 

Other Answers 

 A free pair of decent sticks! 

 cant ask for much more than coburg! 

 Exclusive T's Hoodies.... otherwise people can 'buy' the appearance of commitment 

 money for corporate players  

 Only if the band can afford it. 

 payment for gigs attended 

What do you think about the 

membership fees? 

  Total 

Too low 0 0.0 % 

About right 55 93.2 % 

Too high 4 6.8 % 
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Travel Expenses 

  
People 
saying Yes 

Are you aware of the expenses procedure? 45 76.3 % 

Do you think that the expenses are adequate / appropriate for effort?  40 67.8 % 

Have you claimed petrol expenses in the past 12 months?  36 61.0 % 

Would you like greater visibility via a statement that shows your expenses how 
they have been calculated? 21 35.6 % 

 

Finance Comments 

 Car sharing for gigs, extra volunteer work e.g taking extra instruments/ flags to gigs 

 Helping out in other ways for the band as a whole, e.g.painting drums 

 Other regular support duties such as picnic provision or driving minibus 

 participation in activities, like drum spraying, beater repair, drum repair, special effects etc 

 those who look after other peoples costumes....although I think we should all be responsible for 
our own.....those who arrange food etc 
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Operations 
 

This section is all about how the band operates and covers all aspects of gigs, organisation 

and voluntary duties. 

New operations suggestions in favour of 

  Total 

A text alert system for last minute gig changes 51 86.4 % 

More joint rehersal sessions 42 71.2 % 

More frequent provision of transport (minibus) 49 83.1 % 

More choregraphy sessions 51 86.4 % 

Car sharing information for gigs 50 84.7 % 

Greater detail on the gig list 36 61.0 % 

 

Signals from the Mestre 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Aver
age 

Greater use of the whistle for signalling 
9 

% 
2 

% 
0 

% 
0 

% 
9 

% 
7 

% 
7 

% 
19 
% 

12 
% 

37 
% 7.7 

Different signals depending on situation 
(stage set vs. night parade) 

14 
% 

2 
% 

2 
% 

2 
% 

5 
% 

7 
% 

9 
% 

17 
% 

3 
% 

41 
% 7.3 

Clear countdown 1,2,3,4 before the break 
7 

% 
3 

% 
2 

% 
9 

% 
9 

% 
5 

% 
10 
% 

14 
% 

15 
% 

27 
% 7.1 

Brief wave of the hand just before the 
break 

10 
% 

7 
% 

3 
% 

2 
% 

19 
% 

9 
% 

10 
% 

15 
% 

3 
% 

22 
% 6.3 

Exaggerated signal just before the break 
(e.g. both hands being dropped) 

15 
% 

5 
% 

7 
% 

5 
% 

10 
% 

5 
% 

5 
% 

14 
% 

20 
% 

14 
% 6.1 

 

Do you have any ideas on achieving greater audience participation? 
Think about ideas like, clapping, hand waving, dancing, picking a audience member out to call in 

the band? adding in simple body movement breaks, jumping, lean back etc and try to get the 

crowd to imitate. 

 Involve the audience in the performance. by saying when I give this signal you clap this 

rhythm or do this movement or wave your hands in the air or similar. Like the idea of 

shouting Bloco Fogo in a gap in the music or getting the audience to jump in with a 

whoop or two. 

 We should slow down the performance too as we often jump straight from one tune to 

the next without introducing the music, explaining who we are, what we are about, what 

to watch out for, how to get involved etc.  The performance needs room to breathe. 

although this really only applies to Static sets.  on some grooves we could get people 

playing... Thinking about getting a couple of people on Surdos, playing 1's and 3's or 2's 

and 4's could be relatively straight forward to achieve and pretty effective." 

 - Mestre to engage the audience 

- clear, strong bass rhythms for audience to clap 

- simple dance steps that can be copied,  

- sections going out into the audience (e.g. tam players could walk among a 

crowd) 

- facing out to an audience - in Cardiff I saw a band play spread out in a wide semi 

circle which really engaged the audience & meant more of the band were visible" 

 It is a must do  and we should spend far more energy and time working on this side of 

our performance. 
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 Mestre with back to audience is a very difficult starting point, we probably need another 

front person who gets the audience involved. 

 Dancers are sadly missing, they fulfilled a big purpose. 

 A very simple ""audience clapping"" break should be included to be used to involve 

them." 

 "All of the above raelly...the more the better...but all instructions over 

Tannoy/Megaphone/ radio mike/portable amplifier so everyone can hear! 

 How about the crowd claps the 'football chant' in Ragga and the band responds? 

 or Everyone shout 'Hey' on 'Doing the Lambeth Walk' 

 or one half of the crowd claps the 'On' beat' whilst the other half claps the 'Off beat' then 

the band starts 

 Weaving through the crowd at the end of a number and reforming at the opposite end of 

the 'arena' always seemed to work well....we haven't done that for a while. 

 What about forming a huge circle with the crowd during 'Bave' with the crowd copying 

the 'Hokey Kokey' movements?" 

 at some gigs disperse into audience. call and response 

 clapping, hand waving? 

 "Designated members to stand in the crowd doing the movements (on a rota to ensure 

they get their gig fix too!!) 

 Have the band totally spread out (may be in a town centre) and start playing out of 

nowhere and then come together (a bit like the phone ads at the train stations) 

 difficult one - would like it to be researched further - like to see what can/could be done.  

Sometimes from watching other REALY GOOD bands the participation comes from the 

fact that the audience just want to be in that band too - so they come close and want to 

dance etc - just because the band have a good vibe not because of other gimmicks.  

Band needs to look happy and busy and realy enjoying it, not looking miserable or 

concentrating too hard/dead pan face etc.  I think the moves have helped a great deal, 

and we need to do more of it. 

 getiing the cowd to immitate Bave is a good idea because it is usualy the last groove we 

play and is a simple move so it will make us remembored, only pick an audience member 

who is up for it and isnt off there face to call something but this would be very hard to 

tell them how to do and may not allways work... 

 I don't have any ideas at the moment but greater audience participation would be a good 

thing. Firstly, it makes us more effective at public performance in order to get rebooked. 

If we're inclusive in our performances it would help in the recruitment of new members. 

 "I like all of the suggestions listed here I think they are fab, but it does mean that the 

band need to feel secure in what they are playing and that it is ok to do these things.  

There have been times where I have stepped out to encourage members in the crowd 

and I am not sure that the mestre(s) have always liked it/approved.   

 When the band is relaxed and enjoying themselves we give the most amazing 

performances, it all feels fantastic and anything that the mestres can do to lead this from 

the front helps, as well as band members.  I think the social element of the band and 

encontros help as people know each other better and feel that they can be silly or 

""perform"" when needed.  I feel strongly that it is this that will make the biggest impact 

on the band rather than getting the music super tight (although that would be nice too!)." 

 i really like the whistle, i think it sounds really effective. it sounds fun, and cheery ! 

 "I think that the best way of achieveing audience particiation is by concentrating on what 

we already do i.e. the look - including the tunic, headband and stripe, the moves and the 

way we play with enthusiasm - SMILE! - Having individual characters in the band who 

stand our either by appearance - wig, bandana etc.! or actions - Emily and others with 

their good moves, Dave/Chris/Phil -drum lifting, etc.  
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 I also think that more animation and interaction from the Mestre helps both with the band 

itself and the audience - e.g. Matt going walkabout whild processing, joinng in with the 

band, standing in the crowd etc." 

 I think we do a perfectly adequate jobwhen it comes to engaging with the audiece as 

those who feel the urge to dance while were playing do and those who just wish to listen 

and feel the music do. I do however think that getting the audience to cheer at the end of 

the set while we do out rumble is a great idea IF the Mestre feels that we have the right 

audience that will actually partake in this.  

 If it happens, it happens.  If the existing rhtyhm and movement doesn't get them going 

then I'm not sure you can make it happen.  Ask anyone about the Network Rail gig at 

Brighton racecourse a few years ago for the nadir of audience participation. 

 if people want to participate with us they usually come forward, others dance or enjoy 

the band. Be friendly and smiley whilst playing atracts people.  

 Many like to watch rather than participate, but it might be good to have something that 

those who want to can do - perhaps we could develop this? 

 Maybe we could get a couple of band members to interact with the crowd to try and get 

them involved more, a little like we did in Cardiff when we were watching other bands. 

 No. I hate gimmicks. I think we're a great band and should be just that.  

 not been to enough gigs to suggest anything at this stage 

 "On stage gigs could use a mic to get audience to clap different rhythms the band then 

play over them. Street parades are more difficult unless the Mestre had a Megaphone! 

 "Perhaps having someone doing a few simple dance moves on the ground so people 

can join in if they want to. 

 Having a break or a simple songline that the audience can join in with in a couple of 

tunes.  

 Having a few mini instruments (eg. tiny shakers) that can be given to some of the 

audience. 

 Involving an audience is a two way process....Matt is particularly good at it....perhaps 

there could be one or two people in the band who have those sort of skills to do the 

audience particiption stuff....while the rest of us do a bit more smiling :-)" 

 "perhaps individual band members going out to members of the audience (where viable) 

and getting them to dance or play instrument for a few seconds. 

 leaning in towards the crowds in certain breaks when on parade (joint movements from 

band members)" 

 simple breaks that could be clapped by audience as a response to the band 

 "smarten up our basic stepping 

 smarten up our new choreography too" 

 Surrounding an audience in a big circle?! 

 The thought of movement breaks horrifies me!! :) 

 too much and it would turn into a workshop rather than a performance to an audience, 

but getting them to clap and maybe introducing a dance movement/step at the start of a 

tune for them to join in with during the performance 

 two mestres for larger gigs which could direct either different sections or the audience. 

we could involve the audience more on some of the easy one Bave and Samba reggae 

for example      

 "using rythms that they know like england tune (in ragga) and getting them to join in? 

 was good when we got them singing te te te te te. 

 movement is all good. teach them a step? (if we did get dancers back it was good when 

they were in the audience teaching and interacting) 

 rumbles against cheering and aplause. 

 english people can be quite hard to get excited!  

 i think we do a great set but more audience interaction would be nice!" 
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 we could ask anyone at the end of a gig if they would like to have a go of one of the 

instruments.- We may get more members! 

 Whilst doing masala at Thames the audience were trying to copy our steps and finding it 

quite hard which added to their appreciation of us...basically they thought we were quite 

cool!! Therefore movement involves the crowd more and encourages dancing. clapping 

rhythums is quite simple, doing the england call with the audience clapping back as this 

is a familiar rhythum to them. Handing out balloons to children. Getting audience to sing 

out in response to a call. Love the idea of a member of the audience bringing us in.  

 

 

All the practice and hard work all leads up to us performing in public and it is important that we 

have as many people as possible willing to attend gigs, as it is the main way we keep our 

subscriptions down and pay for Coburg and other ‘treats’ 

Currently what percentage of gigs do 

you attend? 

  Total 

Not yet attended a gig 5 8.5 % 

Less than 25% 10 16.9 % 

Between 25-50% 8 13.6 % 

Between 51-75% 10 16.9 % 

Over 75% 22 37.3 % 

Don't know 4 6.8 % 

 

Do you think it is important for 

everyone to play in gigs 

  Total 

Yes 39 66.1 % 

No 20 33.9 % 

 

Do you enjoy gigs? 
    Total 

Yes – greatest thing since Sliced 
bread 23 39.0 % 

Yes a lot 29 49.2 % 

I do them because I think I should 1 1.7 % 

Not really 0 0.0 % 

Hate it and don't play gigs 0 0.0 % 

Don't know 6 10.2 % 
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Which of the following reasons would encourage you to attend a higher number 

of gigs? 

  Yes No 

Would 
make no 

difference 

Other 77 % 0 % 23 % 

More of the gigs were local (community) 59 % 10 % 31 % 

I knew the music better 28 % 35 % 37 % 

Different costume 26 % 23 % 51 % 

There were less overall gigs 25 % 26 % 49 % 

More of the gigs were bigger/prestigious (ie less 
school fete type gigs) 18 % 18 % 65 % 

If there were better rewards for attending 14 % 26 % 60 % 

More of the gigs were higher paying for the band 7 % 16 % 77 % 

nothing, I hate performing in public/ too self 
conscious 0 % 55 % 46 % 

 
Other Answers 

 a buddy system for first gig attendances 

 Attendance often depends on other things, ie family events   

 Difficulty attending weekday gigs 

 easier way of asking for lift e.g. online bassed lift system 

 expenses refekcetd amoutn actually spetn getign to/from gigs includign parkign etc; thinsg 
appeared mroe organsied; there was less hanging around 

 family and disasters have got in the way this year but gigs are important for practice a mini bus 
would encourage more attendance for me 

 I prefer gigs that do not "take out" a whole day or whole weekend. Gigs with small slots strung 
out over a long day are not so fun.  

 if i can i will 

 if I could get to and from the gigs  I would attend more of them       

 If I had less to do at the weekends when most of the gigs are! 

 if they were closer to where I live :) 

 If you could cancel all my other plans and work commitments i would be at 100% of gigs, 
although i don't think you would be able to do that! 

 In previous years I've done virtually every gig but this year I've found the distances/time 
involved getting to gigs means I can't do a lot of them, which is a real shame because I love 
doing gigs 

 more basic tuition early on  

 More detail about the gigs up front, e.g. timings so they could be planned around other things 

 more local 

 More Sunday gigs. I work on Saturdays 

 Only one gig per weekend...I do have a home life you know! 

 only reason I cant attend the few I dont go to are due to work or family committments 

 other commitments stopme doing more gigs 

 pre-knowledge of how long/hard the gig is likely to be 

 What else there will be at a gig/venue, if it is in an interesting place/event and also if there is an 
opportunity to socialise with band members in a good way not just a gig for ten minutes with no 
good place to hand out together or do things.   
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Do you have any skills that could be 

used to the bands advantage? 

  Total 

Yes (please specify) 24 40.7 % 

No 35 59.3 % 

Skills 

 Committee, voluntary group, and office skills 

 Drum Tech - but you know this already! 

 enthusiasm. willing to teach and help people. 

 General Teaching skills 

 Going to sudy photography at uni could take good photos of the band but this would 

have to be a less crowded enviornment so my camera is safe. 

 Graphics, pre-press and website production. Programming and Excel.  

 happy to help with keeping the web site up to date 

 I already do washing and ironing  

 I can pull teeth....oh blast!!!You know who I am now!! 

 I enjoy doing craft/sewing things which I am happy to do in the spare time I have, 

which I accept is not alot. 

 I work for a vinyl signwriting company so can help with drum liveries (already done 

three) 

 I'm a music teacher (piano and theory) but don't really think it would be very helpful. 

Just thought I'd mention it though.  

 I'm a music teacher...but I know I don't always have lines correct but I'm happy to 

support others if needed. 

 Links to community groups, funding awareness, planning skills. 

 Music qualifications.  

 negotiation - tired of some male egos getting in the way of progress for the band 

 Online questionnaires ! 

 organisational 

 organisational, sales/marketing - could help get bookings in, get all the info out to 

people in a timely way, make sure the gigs are as organised as possible (may 

encourage more people to attend!) 

 Prop Maker / Stage Manager (although v.busy actually working at mo!) 

 quite arty and creative could design or make stuff for the band if I had time... 

 quite creative, like making things, beads, necklaces etc 

 support worker at k college, tonbridge 

 Various creative abilities 

Do you feel constrained about 

putting your ideas forward? 

  Total 

Yes 16 27.1 % 

No 43 72.9 % 
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Voluntary summary 

  Already do ! Yes No 

 Helping new members by being their buddy 23.7 % 47.5 % 28.8 % 

 Photography 6.8 % 22.0 % 71.2 % 

 Picnic assistance / food purchase 5.1 % 15.3 % 79.7 % 

 Social Networking sites 6.8 % 18.6 % 74.6 % 

 Digital scrapbook 1.7 % 11.9 % 86.4 % 

 Providing transport to gigs through car sharing 40.7 % 22.0 % 37.3 % 

 Able / willing to drive a minibus 3.4 % 16.9 % 79.7 % 

 Willing to carry flags 6.8 % 42.4 % 50.8 % 

 Willing to hand out Leaflets 13.6 % 57.6 % 28.8 % 

 Have friends / family willing to carry flags 8.5 % 10.2 % 81.4 % 

 Have friends / family willing to hand out leaflets 3.4 % 13.6 % 83.1 % 

 Dressmaking abilities 1.7 % 13.6 % 84.7 % 

 Choreography 6.8 % 6.8 % 86.4 % 

 

Special Effects 
Over the years we have tried many different ideas to make our performances more spectacular. ( lights, confetti 

cannons, dancers, choreographed movements, massive puppets, huge flags, etc) do you have any thoughts about 

these or any alternative suggestions to improve and enhance our performance spectacle ? 

 

 Large carnival dresses, people on stilts in band costume walking along with us to add height 

and a different aspect, hand held flares, Large searchlight torches waved about at night. Basic 

carnival backpacks for back row surdos to add a backdrop to the band. A couple of mid sized 

flags in red / yellow that could be waved about by volunteers - creating more of an impression 

of fire / flames 

 "All of the above things have been good....particularly the band moving more. 

 It's a shame we no longer have any dancers....would it be possible to do something through 

adult community education....perhaps starting  with a beginners samba dancing course that 

culminates in doing a performance with the band at one or two of the bigger gigs.....they do this 

Brighton and it works really well." 

 "Animated 'fire and flames' projected onto a back screen during static gigs with flaming surdo 

sticks....well...maybe! 

 Acrobatic choreography.... 

 An 'alter-ego' band....I've always liked the black with skull faces 

 How aboput the odd 'free-form' face paints sometimes...choose your own design of red stripe. 

 Summer outfits....drop the 'cape' on hot days!Pretty-please 

 Get the puppet out of storage....ask for volunteers to pupeteer. 

 Get the surdos on stilts ...especially that short-arse: Chris Pottle...better still on those springy 

jumpy things! 

 Pyrotechnics!!!!!YEAHHHHHHH!!!! 

 Dry-ice machines at staged gigs with floor-level red lights. That would look SOOOOO cool! 

 appropriate footwear, clean and pressed uniform,( trousers!) everyone doing movements. Flags 

are good also confetti always goes down well. 

 More verbal cheering and 'whooping' from those who can. That encourages the crowd also. " 

 "as an observer - the lights are great, also flags. I think too much or too complicated 

choreography distracts from the drumming - simple but sharp is the key - perhaps different 

sections only at a time then all joining in. 
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 Personally [and not to offend anyone] I think the costumes [mainly the colour] are awful and 

look cheap and tasteless [oops very tackless]" 

 "bring back the puppet ! 

 wave the flags 

 Dancers were excellent 

 continue with confetti cannons 

 keep choreography at an achievable level for ALL members , not just the young fit ones" 

 Choreographed moves can be really effective. One suggestion for parades is as we are moving 

forward, when we do a particular we move backward for that break. Another suggestion could 

be jumping around in a circle for a break. Simple things that can be easily incorporated into our 

rehearsals, also simple is usually the most effective. 

 "Confetti cannons brilliant. 

 Lights good but can get tangled with costume, beads, straps, bags... sometimes it just feels like 

one impediment too many. 

 The choreography would have more impact if it WASN'T the default move for the whole number 

but was something we launched into for a break. 

 Loved the puppet. What happened to her? 

 Flags are brilliant and a good marker for the band when we're lost in a crowd before playing. 

 Everyone just SMILE more!" 

 "Dancers Dancers Dancers. 

 I know it failed once, and we got nowhere when we tried to relaunch, but a visual component to 

our audio performance can't be beaten. 

 Emily is keen - just needs encouragement." 

 different costume for different events 

 Do we really need it? I remember once seeing BF with dancers and I thought it was a pity 

because I felt it detracted from the hypnotic effect of the rhythm. It's the pounding rhythms that 

take people over, I think. It's tribal. Our bodies respond to it without us even realising it. 

Gimmicks just get in the way. 

 "I think simple choreography done well is more effective than complex choreography done 

badly!  

 The most effective way to make performances more engaging is to have a smiley happy band, 

which we are if we feel comfortable & confident with the music" 

 "I think that it was a shame that Bloco colapso was considered to be not good enough for 

display - I thought that she was fantastic and added incrediby to the band's appearance.  

 The flags that we have are great and we should try and use them at most/all gigs. 

 Lights are good but there are technical issues - they break easily! 

 Dancers are also a  good addition to the band but not essential for all gigs/occasions. 

 Moves are great but I think that we should avoid over copliccation and putting moves in all of 

the numbers just for the sake of it. 

 The band often looks a bit ragged and I think that a bit more work could be done to ensure that 

the band maintains a more ""regimented"" appearence processing/playing.  This might also 

help with visibility of the maestre." 

 i think that the whole choreographed movement thing is very good for the audience, however i 

think that having breaks where everyone stops for just a bar or so, and does some simple 

dance move or action would be really good for getting the audience involved :) 

 "i think the choreography is the way forward. but increasing the energy of the band would be 

good. if we all did it like mestre matty wed look great and that would help with audience 

interaction 

 sometimes we look a bit less energetic, although  we enjoy it we dont smile very much through 

concentration and wot not. we should practise smiling and increasing energy and movements. i 

know some members find movement more difficult, but simple bold moves look great!! 

 I would like to make dresses for the ladies who spin (can't remember what they are called)! 

 "Lights, confetti cannons, flags : all positive and relatively simple 
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 Dancers : good for parades but difficult to keep a group going 

 Choreographed moves : great when the moves reflect your sections lines but sometimes 

awkward and physically uncomfortable when imposed without sufficient thought, consultation 

and feedback considered. 

 Would love our own impressive puppet but aware that this needs to be collapsible for transport 

so very difficult to get it looking good. 

 Would still like to get involved in producing big figures that need a group of people to man them. 

 "like puppet, confetti, lights, flag 

 the choreograohy is good WHEN IT WORKS - but some of it is too ambitious, not easy for 

people with physical disabilities and ends up looking messy as a result. I think we're trying to do 

too much, too fast  and be too clever. I think it would  be more effective to do some of our 

numbers with old style stepping and then raise the game in some of  them with really polished 

choreography. I think that would give more wow factor than trying to do something different 

every number. 

 for soem grooevs (e.g Baia) the moves are just too much. Let's simplify and do them really 

well." 

 love the lights - it needs more finance, love the confetti, would love dancers - love the 

movements, would love a massive puppet, love the flags.  We need to buy in some help with 

dancers and puppets. 

 "Love the lights (and they seem to go down well) 

 Choreographed movements also good but I think we need to avoid overkill - do not need an 

extravagant movement to go with every single beat. Also sometimes it would look better if only 

some of the band did the moves (or different sections at different times) 

 Going back to the crowd/audience participation, having a couple of band members who danced 

(or even played) among the crowd (but I don't mean bikini/feather dancers up at the front 

leading the band), with members of the audience, clapping with them etc would be great to get 

them more involved and liven up the performance. Sort of like the idea of jesters." 

 "massive puppet was wonderful 

 lights are always good, but don't appear very often now, pity" 

 more peolpe invoolved for performance wearing costume carnival style :) 

 Movement is key and energy from all band members. This is not easy sometimes with weather 

conditions. Maybe some more silly breaks like a mess up break where we wander around but 

end up organized ready for a big break. Unusual volume cahnges the audience love like 

starting loud and getting quiter. Syncronized movement of any description that the audience are 

not expecting. Love the lights, love the confetti.  

 "our costume, lights, puppet, flag and confeti have good impact 

 have heard audience comment that stripe is alienating/frightens chldren" 

 "Perhaps a practice session with tips on playing when parading? Static gigs are very different 

from parades.  

 I think that that a good groove is worth a hundred moves. Minus moves, would a tune like 

masala, (in its current state of development,) work? Perhaps not. Minus moves, would Hip Hop 

work? Yes!" 

 pyrotechnics at night time stage sets when apropriate. 

 "shame we don't have dancers any more. 

 The costume is a bit too hot in summer, an alternative would be nice." 

 Some regular dancers would be good,could we approach one of the local dance schools?  

 "sometimes i think too many of the groves are too choreogrpahed, and that some menbers can't 

do the moves feel disheartened.  

 also there are some different moves between the two bands, so when we both come together i 

am unsure on what to do on some occassions, and feel a little stupid if i do something different. 

 Also some of the moves and Poses i dont like doing and feel self concious when doing and 

then i dont feel very comfortable, whereas i would prefer doing a different move that i felt 

comfortbale doing. but i do understand some do not feel this way." 
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 the dancers reduced the barrier between audience & band, maybe try again to get something 

together. 

 There seems to be a tension between musical excellence and performance spectacle - if we 

want to look good, and that seems to be the criteria everyone judges us on, it may be better to 

concentrate more on choreography or simple moves, perhaps at the expense of more complex 

breaks etc. 

 "These have all been fantastic ideas and have a great impact - sustaining them seems to be the 

problem.  I also like the idea of more audience participation and whacky things (when we were 

in Coburg the spanish group gave out spanish omlette before performing, also came in singing 

from the crowd to their instuments - it still gives me tingles it was such a great performance.) 

 Singing/clapping etc for parts if done skilfully could work too." 

 "Think we need to make more effort in parade gigs to keep together more/ step in time because 

the band are all over the place when we have to walk and play at the same time - obviously this 

is more difficult than static playing. 

 Perhaps people who are not so experienced should be in the middle during parades. 

 Taller people should think more about where they stand...I have trouble seeing and Dylan 

definately does." 

 We are allready one of the best looking samba bands going for movement and spectacle no 

need for inprovement 

 "We could have temporary tattoos with the Bloco Fogo logo on! 

 Handheld flares!" 

 Would like to see the lights revived a bit more, for late gigs 

 

Other Operations Comments 

 

 As a newy, I have been very impressed by all the organisational and operational side to the 

band. Everyone is clearly very dedicated, loyal and 'well-bonded'. You are all a great team. 

 I am sorry but after much thought, I have to stop attending. I have been clearly at a much lower 

level than everyone else and not been able to understand anything that was going on! I will 

instruct my bank to stop my standing order. 

 Good luck to you all." 

 "As a numbers person I would love an annual breakdown (at the AGM?) showing the number of 

gigs completed, what they earned, how many played, even a ranking of those who gigged most 

(a bit like MP's attendance in Parliament).  

 Could we have a way of ranking gigs as to how much they earn (eg £ or ££ or £££), as it is 

unclear to an ordinary member which are the ones bringing in the money (or indeed those 

which are expecting the higher quality because of what they are paying)." 

 Can I have a beer now? 

 "I love being a member of the band and the people I have had the opportunity to make friends 

with, places I have visited and experiences I have had.  The Trans Express gig in Croydon was 

particularly powerful as have been the encontros etc. 

 I do feel that the committee should be given more weight as often because Alex(and sometimes 

Matt and Dan) is at the front of the band I think that members have a tendency to differ to him 

rather than other members or the committee  in regards to things non-musical.  Perhaps not 

being a committee may help this(?) and that way mestres get a vote like other members on 

significant non musical things. 

 Finally to end on a positive - Bloco Fogo has been a light in my life.  I dread to think what life 

would have been like without it (other than my hearing would be better!) 

 I love gigging but I do sometimes feel there is a pressure for us to every gig wecan possibly do- 

I often feel guilty if I have a spare weekend but just want to chill out instead!  
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 "I perform the role of drum tec, keeping spares, maintaining/tuning instruments etc. at the 

Maidstone practices and at gigs.  It would be useful if a counterpart who regularly attends the 

TW practices, excluding the maestres, could be found. 

 I think sorting out transport and better / more timely gig information would help with gig 

attendance, certainly for the younger members that may come along. It can be a big ask to 

come along to the gigs outside of the main centres of Maidstone and Tunbridge wells. Could we 

apply for a grant for our own minibus / train a driver? what about a replacement / additional 

van?   

 i want to expand the band and welcome new people to bloco fogo as we have from the 

beginning  

 I'm very grateful for the lifts to gigs that different members of the band have given me. 

 Just that we need to discuss our options, make a decision and then implement. If it works then 

great, if it doesn't then move on a try something else. We can't stand still too much otherwise 

we'll stagnate. 

 Just wish I could commit more time to it! 

 Not o keen on having sections split up at gigs, although I do understand the thinking behind it - 

it sometimes leaves weak or fairly new members on their own, which spoils the enjoyment of 

gigs 

 "Not sure what is meant by 'operational'. 

 I doubt that this questionnaire is anonymous, or that any feedback system employed by the 

band is. It's difficult to express your opinions if you fear recriminations. 

 But hey ho! It's a great band and great fun and any niggles are very small potatoes really." 

 Not sure where it goes so I'll put it here - PLEASE can we have a change of costume. I am fed 

up with trying to explain it to people/being mistaken for a cult etc etc 

 sorry I cant come anymore, the poor old back wont stand it ! 

 "The committee seems to have great difficulty in achieving any ideas or issues, unless the 

musical director agrees. It is a shame that he sees it as HIS band and not a community band of 

membership with self ownership. 

 The new gig list is good thank you- much easier.  

 There's not enough feedback from the committee or transparency about when the meetings are 

or what gets discussed. It's supposed to be a community/committee led band where everyone 

is involved and has a say and it seems to me a lot gets decided by a small number of people 

without enough input from the group as a whole. If there are decisions to be made, opinions 

should be canvassed from the whole band first so that the committee has a full picture before 

making their decision. 

 we have a fantastic band with some lovely, amazing people in it, we have a wonderful product 

to go out onto the streets with - we make an impression and the public love us.  We should be 

proud of what we have and all do our best to make the band go from strength to strength. 
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Closing Comments 
 

 All said! Rhiannon x" 

 a huge thank you to all involved.  

 A lovely band and lovely people, with demanding and high standards which are evident at gigs. 

 "Every part of the band should have a 3 minute solo written especially for them to play in 

several different numbers....a set piece...same every time with no hand signals. This should 

really show the skills and 'togetherness' of the section...and DEMAND a round of applause from 

the audience when finished....like a Jazz Number 

 Imagine a 3 minute surdo solo....wow!!" 

 "Great band, great mestres, great committee. A few more gigs closer to home (for Tunbridge 

Wells folk) would be great, but perhaps that's not an issue now both bands play together. 

 The band is a community band and it's good that there are a wide range of ages and 

abilities....let's keep it that way and make sure everybody is valued (including us older fogies!) 

and that new people are made welcome.  

 There are some people who know the tunes but would like to get better at technique...so it 

would be good to have a few workshops for intermediates or for specific sections of the band....I 

don't mind paying extra for that. 

 "I absolutely love being part of Bloco Fogo and like others I am proud of our achievements. As 

such I get frustrated with the lack of publicity by some events organisers as I feel we should be 

able to tie in to their websites and press.  

 Perhaps we should organise our own ""Bloco Party"" and invite other groups in to play but with 

a public paying audience but with a low entrance fee to attract a larger crowd. Food and drink 

stands would also pay to take a space. " 

 I am not sure about the other instruments but there sometimes seems to be too many top 

surdos at gigs and it can make you feel a little un-needed. How do the mestres feel about this 

and should there be a maximum number of particular instruments imposed for the gigs? 

 I dont believe there is much wrong with the band and its organistion. Should there be any major 

issues then I would comfortable raiing them with any commitee member.  

 i love it! 

 I love this band - it is therapy, long may it live.  Be aware of what we have - be grateful, be 

aware of the band's history and how it got there in the first place, and the great people who 

made it what it is today.  Dwell on the possitive, not the negatives that arise, unless they are 

constructive and not destuctive. 

 I really enjoy being part of the band. The whole family being members has its challenges and 

stressful moments (x4 needing to be ready and all trying to be at virtually every gig), but it's 

very rewarding and keeps the boys off the streets! 

 "I think as a comminity band we ROCK!!! and we all deserve a massive pat on the back for the 

efforts we put in, especially those on the committee and thoes who also do a lot of work behind 

the scenes! And we should all just keep up the good work and stay as dedicated as we are, and 

even if someone doesn't like what were doing I say we ignore them as we know that we are 

good at what we do and if its not to there taste then they can go away and stop listening to us:-)  

 Thats all i have to say as a little motivational talk to one and all there....So thank you and 

goodnight! ;-D" 

 I think this is an excellent survey let's hope it helps with the band, however, I do feel that we 

already have alot of it right. 

 I think we should be proud of our lovely band :) 

 If you want to talk further about any of the points I have made then please approach me. 

 I'm not sure about all the different Bloco Fogo "franchises" that seem to be popping up all over 

the place. As far as I understand, Bloco Fogo is not a commercial brand that belongs to the 

mestre or to under1 sun, it's a community band that hires the mestres to work with it. The 

mestre effectively is employed by the band, not the other way round, so to have a mestre going 

around setting up different versions of Bloco Fogo bands does not seem right. There of course 
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is no problem with a mestre hiring out his services to other (community or otherwise) bands as 

well, but it seems to me that he/she should not be trading off the Bloco Fogo name, as he/she is 

not Bloco Fogo, simply employed by Bloco Fogo. I may not have the full picture or understand 

the situation fully - apologies if this is the case. 

 "Just for awareness, I've heard that the Beat Project might be starting a Samba band in 

Snodland, (possibly involving people with learning difficulties?) 

http://www.thebeatproject.org.uk/ 

 Just love it all round !  

 Just wish I could come more often & looking forward to the day I feel I actually know a tune! 

 love you all 

 My Dad would be happy to hand out leaflets when he comes to the gigs with me 

 really appreciate the christmas presents each year. :) 

 Sorry to have given up coming but it wan't for me in the long term.  I'll watch your progress with 

interest and it was fun to take part for a little while.  I think I misunderstood the standard 

required from the start and wasn't aware that you were so busy with gigs.  It feels rather 

pointless to only come along to rehearsals just to feel you're not making progress and not 

taking part in the life of the band outside rehearsals.  Good luck! 

 Thanks Dave for putting this together - mega effort! 

 thanks dave. 

 "Thanks for producing the questionnaire. I hope you get useful feedabck from people and are 

able to use it to drive some of the changes that band members would like to see! 

 Thanks for the opportunity to have my say. can be difficult to voice your opinion sometimes with 

only the one chance a year to openly discuss things at the AGM. The band is great, everyone 

loves the music, and the chance to meet need friends long may it continue. 

 "The stripe should be a stripe (like a bandit's mask), not the whole upper half of the head. 

 When it's very hot, it would be so good to be shown a bit of mercy concerning the coats and the 

stripe. Sweaty bodies and rivers of facepaint don't really look that cool. 

 Ummm... when we have picnics, could the first people take their food and them move away 

from it to let the rest get a look in?" 

 The uniform is becoming a bit of a joke for me. We all come in different shapes and sizes and 

I'm large, very large. Every gig I have been to this year (3/4) I have been made to wear ill fitting 

trousers and coats as the ex large ones have all gone or not bought to gig (as people have 

them at home). I find this humiliating and it's making me not want to do gigs :( Don't know what 

can be done about this as I know the people in charge of costume do a great job. I guess we 

just need more larger size coats and the opportunity of buying some trousers that fit off the 

band and bring them with us to gigs.  

 Well, I'm sorry I haven't said much, I feel I'm too new and don't know enough to say a lot. But I 

think BF is simply fantastic just as it is. I'm soooo please to be a part of it. 

 "You said that this would only take 10 minutes! that was 45 minutes ago! 

 Well done for putting this togetther. 

 Don't ditch the costume or the stripe!" 


